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Finish Tech Corp. founded in 1990 by M.J. Dani, is a privately owned, leading U.S.A manufacturer and supplier of overlay films and laminates for the finishing
of wood, plastics and metal products. Unique products include woodgrains, metallics, holographics, dry erase and other high gloss decorative flexible laminates.
Services include pre-applying heat activated glues, pressure sensitive adhesives, hot stamping foil lamination/transfers and peel coat/masking. You can rely on
Finish Tech Corp. for all your commercial lamination needs for processes including flat laminating, extrusion laminating, profile wrapping, membrane or vacuum pressing.

Pre - Applied Glue
We can apply a heat activated glue (thermoset) to the back of the customer supplied vinyl for thermoforming processes.
Saves time and money over the traditional spray glue option.

Peel

Stick

A pressure sensitive adhesive can be applied to various substrates with our roll-to-roll and roll-to-sheet capabilities.
Self stick adhesive that bonds to a substrate with pressure. No solvents, water or heat is needed to active the adhesive

Peel Coat / Masking
Temporary removable layer that protects your surface during downstream
processing to the end user.
The end user can easily remove the protective layer once the product has been
installed and ready to use.
A variety of peel coats and widths are available based on customer’s applications.

Decorative Polyesters
Start with the FINISH! Our lines of polyester products include printed laminates such as solid colors, eve catching prints,
woodgrains and metallic that imitate different polished, brushed and metal patterns.
All products feature our signature high gloss scratch resistant finish that is heat, stain and chemical resistant.
These products can be flat laminated or profile wrapped using PUR glue. End uses include store fixtures, POP displays,
cabinets and furniture accents.

We ignite the fuse of your creativity with a unique hologram from the experts at Finish Tech.
We are a full service house with services ranging from origination, recombination,
electroforming and microembossing with hundreds of new and different pattern designs.
End use applications include security, authentication, packaging and decorative.

Every dry erase or whiteboard solution from Everase has a one-of-a-kind, superior finish surface - for the secret is the surface!
Everase offers the best quality features of scratch, abrasion, chemical stain, heat and wear resistance and remain unsurpassed
when compared and contrasted with our competition.
Products include resurfacing solutions for chalkboard to whiteboard conversions, clear dry erase overlaminates, erasable wallcoverings,
repositionable peel & stick dry erase surfaces, custom printed dry erase boards and various custom dry erase for many applications.

Other products, services and capabilities include:
3-D Formable Vinyls

Anti-Graffiti Films

Wide format digital printing

Hot stamping foil laminations and transfers
Small runs with minimum yield loss

Roll-to-roll and roll-to-sheet laminating

Quick turnaround, 2 weeks or less
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